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What is it?

Exciting and large-scale UK digital 
project

Audiences are students, teachers & 
lifelong learners

9 national museums working in 
partnership

First time UK national museums have 
worked together collaboratively

3 year project due to launch March ‘09

Funded by the UK Government

British Museum

Imperial War Museum

National Portrait Gallery

Natural History Museum

Royal Armouries

Sir John Soane’s Museum

Tate

The Wallace Collection

Victoria and Albert Museum (lead 
partner)



What are we delivering for our audiences?

Resources for schools (WebQuests)

Resources for lifelong learners (Creative Journeys)

Linking together 9 national collections via a federated search

Resources that can be used & shared across all 9 national museums

Popular and exciting ways of engaging new and existing audiences



Original ideas for lifelong learning resource

Original plan for project produced in 2005

Aim – to incorporate user generated content:
– Increase user participation

– Encourage further engagement

– Enable creative and critical use of the collections

– Build communities

Initial idea seen as blogs and forums dotted around partner websites
– Not connected

– No federated search across collections



How we developed it further

Ran several workshops with partners to develop ideas and 
understanding of potential of social media

Built a simple prototype online and recruited real users

Asked users what they wanted:
– A space to talk about their creative work inspired by the museums they love

– Link the collections together to make searching and research easier

– Find inspiration with other like-minded people

– Discover new things through serendipitous browsing

– Share ideas via a variety of different media

– Have a voice on a national museum website

Informed our next iteration



This is Creative Journeys*

Range of online tools enabling 
users to document how partner 
collections inspire their own 
creative work and process

Users will be able to:
– Create, post and share journeys on partner 

museum websites

– Use different web technologies to present and 

author their journeys, and comment on others

– 30 videos shared across the partners showing a 

range of people who have been inspired by the 

collections in different ways

– Dynamic, changing user generated content 

shared and integrated across the partnership

*working title









Challenges and advantages for Partner museums

Challenges:

Tension between ‘virtual and real’

Challenge to curatorial authority and 
reputation

Develop a new relationship with your 
users – actively participate in the online 
community

Creates a messiness and complexity 
around new ways of communicating 
and use of your collections

Advantages:

Increase user interaction with 
collections

Reach new audiences

Open up deeper layers of the 
collections

Enable users to personalise their 
relationship with the collections

Develop communities of interest

Sustainable and scaleable


